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We have reached the end of the first decade of the 21st
Century, and all week ROBERT O’SHEA has been casting
an eye over some of the off-beat events of the last 10 years
that may have passed you by. Today, he ends his series
with a look back on the major and minor milestones of

2008 and 2009

That was the decade that was
... the Noughties in a nutshell

2008

A ND so began the great downturn,
proving the old saying that an eco-
nomist can tell you tomorrow why
what he predicted yesterday, didn’t

happen today. There are a few exceptions, but
they sound so smug you can’t listen to them.
Fiscally speaking, not only has the horse

bolted, it has gone to pasture, visited a factory
and is now playing a vital part in holding
together some kid’s model airplane.
The world stock markets slump in January

and 4 billion is wiped off the Irish exchange.
The economy enters recession for the first time
since Come On Eileen was released by Dexys
Midnight Runners.
Socialist leader Bertie Ahern steps down

before everything goes completely belly up,
handing the reigns over to Brian Cowen. The
new Taoiseach and his cabinet hold a series of
late-night meetings to discuss who they can
blame for the crisis other than themselves and
settle on “global events outside our control”.
In America, a stimulus package gets under-

way, giving hundreds of dollars to taxpayers, so
they can use this money to revive the US
economy by buying imported goods from
China. In Ireland, the Government give a 400
billion guarantee to the six leading Irish banks,
as punishment for the reckless lending they
have been doing for the past decade.
It emerges that FÁS, the Irish employment

authority, had its budget doubled at a time of
full employment in the country. The State
agency splashed out 643,000 on foreign junkets
over four years. Details of first-class flights for
officials and their wives, four-star hotels, gour-
met meals and rounds of golf in the sunny
climes of Florida lead to a public outcry. What
were they doing over there? Meeting with
NASA of course.
Chief executive Rody Molloy resigns after

attempting to defend the expenses on a radio
programme.
Also getting up people’s noses on the radio is

Anglo-Irish Bank chairman Seán Fitzpatrick:
“It would be very easy for me to say sorry. The
cause of our problems was global — that dast-
ardly globe again — so I can’t say sorry with
any degree of sincerity and decency but I do say
thank you.”
He becomes thewhipping boy for the banking

industry.
As we all know, when you pay a visit to

someone in this country, they ask you will you
to have a drink. You say “no”. They ask again,
and you say “go on, so”. Ireland votes no to the
Lisbon Treaty that would ratify the European
Constitution.
In US politics, Hillary Clinton pulls out of the

race for the democratic nomination, ensuring
therewill be neither a Bush nor a Clinton in the
White House for the first time in 20 years.
Clinton’s campaign took a serious blow when
she claimed that as First Lady in the Nineties ,
she landed in Sarajevo “under sniper fire”,
whereas footage shows the sniper fire to be a
bouquet of flowers.
With Clinton gone, the race comes down to

the charismatic Barack Obama, the ill-at-ease
John McCain and someone called Joe the
Plumber.
McCain attempts to jumpstart his campaign

by appointing the attractive Alaskan governor
Sarah Palin as his runningmate. Shemakes the
politically astute observation that “you can see
Russia from Alaska” — even if you cannot see
the rest of America — and starts winking
during TV debates.
Obamawinswith some ease andmillions line

the streets of Chicago to celebrate him becom-
ing the first American president in eight years
who can rememberwhat he said at the start of a

sentence by the time he reaches the end of it.
Pat Kenny takes his neighbours to court over

a contested strip of land,whichhe claimshe has
squatter’s rights over. After years of bickering
between the two families, Kenny settles out of
court and becomes the only person in the
country to purchase land this year. Pat also
begins ripping stuff up live on TV.
After a controversial journey to Beijing, the

Olympic torch reaches its destination in
August. The host nation wins 15 golds more
than America. Michael Phelps wins one more
than France.
Giovanni Trapattoni takes over the Irish

football team, signing a lucrative contract with
the FAI that includes a clause that says every
picture of him in a newspaper must have him
standing next to a beautiful model and that he
doesn’t have to answer any questions about
Andy Reid.
The cultural high of the year was when

hundreds of women sit in rooms across the
nation for two and-a-half hours and don’t say a
word to each other. Two men accidentally see
Sex and The City: The Movie, when theywander
into the wrong screen.
On the subject of stylish shoes, Pope Benedict

sports a pair of ruby red loafers, though it is
agreed that they don’t match his hat.

Onhis final visit toBaghdad in the lastmonth
of his presidency, George Bush, so used to
putting his own foot in his mouth, survives a
shoe attack by an Iraqi journalist with some
nifty ducking.
Not so lucky is Dick Cheney’s great friend,

HarryWhittington,whohappens to be standing
behind the president and takes two size 10s to
the head.

People who died in 2008
American actor Charlton Heston takes his

final bow.
Young Australian actor Heath Ledger dies,

going to show you shouldn’t mess with
Batman.
The year sees the final move of chess great

Bobby Fischer.

Surely you are not asking me to sum up the
year just gone.Howbad is yourmemory? It only
finished yesterday! And do we really want to
remember it. It wasn’t a good one. Best forgot-
ten actually.
The year begins with hope and change as a

fresh, young and idealistic man becomes the
most powerful man on earth.

While Barack Obama doesn’t do an anything
very noteworthy on the world stage, he still
manages to pick up aNobel Peace Prize. It’s fair
to say he gets a much better response when he
suggests sending 30,000 troops intoAfghanistan
than if his name was Bush.
Not everyone agreeswith himgetting aNobel

so early in his tenure and at the prize-giving
ceremony in Oslo, KanyeWest storms the stage
and demands that his wife Beyoncé deserves it
more.
Hero of the year goes to Chesley Sullenberger,

who crash lands a plane on the Hudson River in
New York. Security agents move in to the scene
to investigate if terrorism was the cause of the
engine failure and begin to fill the water in the
cabin into sealable bags of 100ml.
It is discovered rogue geese brought down the

plane.
After IVF treatment, a woman in California

gives birth to eight children, earning her the
unfortunate title of ‘Octomum’. Governor
Arnold Schwarzenegger condemns the misuse
of the treatment and is especially angry when
he finds out one of the children is named John
Connor.
Anglo-Irish Bank is nationalised by the Gov-

ernment, who also create NAMA to buy the
banks’ baddebts in a attempt to encourage them
to start lending again.
In February, 1,500 people a day are losing

their jobs.
In April, we have a supplementary budget.

Yet it still takes until theweek beforeChristmas
for someone to swear in Leinster House.
A report on FÁS reveals further breathtaking

waste, with 600,000 spent on a TV advert that
was never broadcast. I’ve seen it, it’s not very
good.
The Irish rugby team cheers everybody up by

not losing the Grand Slam to a last-minute
penalty against Wales.
Cork is voted one of the top 10 places to visit in

the world. Almost immediately, it gets flooded.
This may be an effect of global warming and

things could get worse in the future. At a
conference in Copenhagen last month, the lead-
ers of theworld gathered to discuss the problem
and eventually, after days of talks, finally come
to an agreement to meet again at some stage in
the future.
Doing its bit for the environment is Dublin,

which launches a free-bike scheme to encour-
age people to get out of their cars. Or you could
always park at the Red Cow roundabout and
ride a llama into town.
Better hygiene is back on the agenda as

companies fear a swine flu epidemic and every-
body starts the day with a slow drip of cold goo
on their hands.
RyanTubridy takes over the chair at theLate,

Late Show and proves that he can turn on a
talking Iggle Piggle toy faster than Pat ever
could.
Pat Kenny, sick of taking stick, moves into a

format that suits him better with a weekly
political discussion show where panellists and
members of the audience take turns insulting
him.
Doug Barron, a 40-year-old journeyman who

lost his tour card three years ago, became the
first player to be suspended by the PGA Golf
Tour in theUS for testing positive for a perform-
ance-enhancing substance. Yes, his name is
Doug Barron. He claims they were only iron
supplements.
Another golfer, who finds himself in more

trouble than evenDoug, is TigerWoods, whowe
find out is playing the field in his personal life
as well every weekend on the golf course.

People who died in 2009
It’s all over for song and dance manMichael

Jackson.
Patrick Swayze finds out the time of his

death after having the time of his life.
It’s full time for Bobby Robson, the gentle-

man in football.

2009

BARACK OBAMA: The year begins
with hope and change as a fresh,
young and idealistic man becomes
the most powerful man on earth.


